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DIET ANALYSIS PLUS is the market-leading diet evaluation program used by colleges and universities.
Having a database with over 20,000 foods that can be personalized with recipes, DIET ANALYSIS PLUS
enables learners to track their diet, generate reports, complete assignments, and gain an improved
understanding of how nutrition pertains to their personal wellness goals. Students create their own private
profiles predicated on height, weight, age group, sex, and activity level, and then monitor the types and
portion sizes of the foods they consume from one day to 365 days. Highlights of the new Version 9. Unique
custom made and 3-day reports are among the many that students can printing and analyze. Available mainly
because a standalone product or in a bundle with any Wadsworth text message for a substantial cost
savings (Online or Home windows/Macintosh compatible CD-ROM), that is a must-possess for all who are
interested in analyzing their diets.0 include a better interface for much easier navigation, new assignments,
and a questionnaire that accurately assesses one's true activity level.
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Moderate at Best If you have a slower or older pc don't bother. Do not buy This is simply not a valid code
and is no more supported by the company. Irritating to use. I had a problem locating allot of foods and
experienced to type allot of my own dishes in but cost was what drew me to buy the disk. Do not purchase
! Everything is up to date online-in contrast to the disk and all you have to do after purchasing is register
online. EASILY hadn't had to buy it for class, I probably would have tried one of the free online programs
like Calorie Count before spending money on this one, but I've been pretty content with it so much. DO
NOT GET kinda fun the platform requirements work to create it more user-friendly. It doesn't possess a
whole lot of foods, other than very basic and healthy American foods.com and buy an online subscription for
$32. Also if your getting it for a course, you will get it immediately by the online subscription.I had emailed
customer care at Cenage but still haven't heard back. Diet analysis This product was a requirement of one
of my college classes and I would haven't guessed that I'd still be using it today. I believe they update the
set of foods periodically, because there have been times in the past when I appeared up something and it
didn't appear on the list, nonetheless it did display up at another time. I am having difficulty getting
complete refund. It is not clear that Cengage provides any refund, although they continued to permit sales
even though these were discontinuing the program. Worked for me! Works fine for me There are a lot of
reviews because of this product saying that brand names always come up first, and they almost all seem to
use the banana example. Well, I have Diet Analysis open at this time, I just typed in "banana" and the fruit
was literally the first result. There are no brands on the first page of results. It turns out that Cengage
has killed the program.Another complaint is certainly that you can't compare the break down of
carbs/fat/protein. That's not true either. I really do not recommend if you can escape using it. sold by
Cengage rather than supported. Goals, where one can compare your intake on any given day time with the
DRI for carbs/fat/protein, & most vitamins and nutrients. It helps you to understand where your diet
can be lacking and correct those imbalances with meals or supplements (also to see what you ought to
scale back on). After several days, their level 3 support got back to me and said, "Diet Analysis Plus 9 isn't
compatible in browsers later than OS X 10. I hate you need to get on Cengage every time rather than
just accessing the program directly, that's annoying. I am so stressed attempting to do a task for my
nutrition class and this software isn't intuitive at all and changes the amounts each time I try to post
something., which means that your profile will not be as complete as it possibly could possibly be. No dice.
Banana nut loaf of bread, banana cream pie, Gerbers Banana baby food, anything banana-flavored under the
sun. Allot of foods/dishes that people add to the system are saved into a database, so its nice never to to
have to devote as much individual foods or dishes that are not listed. You insight your body weight and
elevation and it asks you a few pre-determined questions to determine your suggested amount of calorie
consumption. I purchased this new, however when I proceeded to go to utilize it for the project I had
purchased it for, the code didn't function. It said that it had recently been used. I guess this wasn't
actually a "new" item. My project wasn't credited until after the windows for returns had passed, so I
guess I'm out almost $50 and got to spend a lot more period completing my task without it.!Purchasing the
online code could be an improved route, you can head to cengagebrain. This was a requirement of among my
courses, unfortunately. My main issue with it is that tracking your diet with this software program is timeconsuming and frustrating. The search function for foods must be up to date or refined or SOMETHING!
I contacted Cengage's customer support and their first level support was clueless. I purchased it for a
nutrition class but I mainly use it for my own purposes. An ordinary fresh banana was listed on page 16 of
the search results. I attempted typing in "fresh banana" as well.That said, I have currently found it to be
immensely useful in improving my own diet. Just simply because frustrating looking for other fruits or plain
dairy. However, When you can properly find the foods you consumed to track your diet, the evaluation and
reports are helpful. It's just a pain to access them. Beware: Can not work with Mac OS 10. Complaint filed.
I do not recommend when you can get out of using it This software is so poorly executed. I tried looking

"banana" and my email address details are loaded with not plain, fresh bananas.It isn't perfect.5.I haven't
had the opportunity to utilize the program so I can't comment on its quality but this has been a significant
FAIL so far. Just what a waste of period." Got I known there was an online version, I would have
eliminated for that rather than buying this disk.- Cengage has stopped this program When wanting to use a
new access code to gain access to the program this first week of September, 2018, access was denied. It
is very easy to use. Code currently "used" on new product Unfortunately I cannot really rate the product
itself because I was under no circumstances able to use it. They have a HUGE selection of food to select
from to start to see the quantity of calories, sodium, saturated fats, etc. It's virtually a food diary. It
allows you to input your breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, and also any excersises! What began as a program
for homework, ended up being a major device to my weight reduction journey. the one I love most is
Intake vs. You do not get what you paid for your access is take off early without notice and you lose all
of your work and told we don't support that product any longer too Bad, but we have a new more
expensive product you can buy! DOES NOT WORK DO NOT BUY I tried AGAIN AND AGAIN to get the
access code to function and it never would.Nevertheless, if your looking at cost as your main factor, the
disk is just about the best way to go. its kinda complicated. Scam Scam! Cengage will not use this software
anymore they have improved it. I lost $40 due to this and had to spend another $50 therefore i can get
the correct software for my class. You have to download all the information from the disk onto your
computer, and it could result in a horrible lag. Preliminary inquiries to the company for a refund delivered us
back again to the book vendor, who denied a refund since the purchase was a lot more than thirty days
ago.5+ I installed the program and it would not open. It could LOOK like it was about to open and nothing.
I wish there were more minerals and vitamins included - they still left off Vitamin K, biotin, selenium, etc. I
avoid that feature very often though; Additionally it is very hard to put anything foods in yourself, since it
expects you to know every fine detail of the meals. I went through the guide and it simply said you would
have to use nutrition specifics panel, but that will not give the detailed info they want. I hope never to
have to use this software once again, its a waste of cash and exceedingly stressful. Do not get caught!
Information is current with online access!.
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